
 

 

The EHRConnection 

Welcome to EHR Concepts' Tips and Tricks e-Newsletter.  The purpose of 

this Newsletter is to offer professional advice to you and your organization in 

order to help enhance your EHR. 

 

Note Build  

Tip: Use the Properties box when you need to change the tab order of an item 

instead of having to re-tab order the entire noteform. 

Trick: There are three ways to assign tab order in a noteform: 

1. Use the Tab Order icon and touch every item on the noteform until all items 

are in the correct order. 

2. Use the Show Properties icon which presents a new screen enabling 

manual entry of tab orders with the numeric keypad. 

a) This does not show any free text boxes.  When using this method,         

you will need to skip a number as a placeholder for any text box 

locations in the noteform. 

3. Use the Properties screen on the right margin of the noteform to assign a 

tab order to a specific item. 

a) Determine the numeric value the specific item needs to be assigned.   

b) Highlight the item in the noteform and click on the Properties box to the 

right. 

c) Find "TabIndex" in the Properties box and change the number to the 

correct numeric value as determined in Step a.   
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End User Tips 

Want to fax your order but can't find the option by right-clicking?  No 

worries!  Simply double click on the actual order and when the "Order Viewer" 

displays, simply click on Print/Fax on the bottom.  
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Build Trick 

Tasks Defined by Site: 
 
Just as you can set a worklist to be defined by "current site", you can also set 
certain tasks to show based on the site.  By checking the custom task filter 
called site under TwAdmin > Task Admin > Custom Task Filters, you will have 
the option to set certain task types to generate based on the site.  A common 
task type used for this would be Overdue Order.  Although we don't see 
Overdue Orders in the truncated list of task types shown in the description 
below, they are part of this list.   
 
*Keep in mind that you may only utilize up to 8 custom task filters and once 
you activate a task filter, you cannot deactivate it. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Interface 
 
Recently, we have been getting requests asking if it's possible to task the 
ordering provider when the LAB cancels the order.  Can it be done?  Yes!  We 
have accomplished this with a "fileordertask" stored procedure call from the 
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interface.  There are only 5 fields that need to be mapped and it should be 
fairly quick to set up.  Please contact Jeff Corbo at jeffrey@ehrconcepts.com 
for additional information.   
 

 

 

  

 

 


